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MEMORANDUM T0: E. Igne 1

Project Review Branch #1,
ACRS staff

FROM: Richard H. Wessman, Director
Project Directorate I-3
Division of Reactor Projects I/II

SUBJECT: RESPONSES TO ACRS SUBCOMMITTEE QUESTIONS ON SEABROOK

There were several questions raised during the August 17, 1989 ACRS
Subcommittee meeting on Seabrook. Attached are the responses to these questions
prepared.by the NRR technical staff. Please provide these to the Subcomittee
members.

Several other questions were raised by the Subcommittee members which are more
appropriately responded to by the licensee. It is our understanding that the
licensee will address these questions in their presentation on September 8, 1989
to the ACRS.

1.:

Richard H. Wessman, Director
Project Directorate I-3
Division of Reactor Projects I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
As stated

cc: D. Persenko
S. Varga
C. Thomas
W. Lazarus, Region I
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1. Question: "And I would ask at the meeting of the full committee which will
occur in September that the NRC staff be prepared to respond to
questions that may be raised about the letter "(Page 5, line 18 of
the August 17, 1989 transcript of the ACRS meeting of the
subcommittee on Seabrook).

Answer: The concerns pressed by the Essex Board of Selectmen, Congress-
man Mavoules and Patricia Pierce-Bjork 1and fall into three areas:
routine emissions and effluents, and their potential
consequences; risks of accidents; and evacuation. Each of
these was addressed by the staff in its Seabrook Final Environ-
mental Statement (FES), UREG-0895, December 1982.

Routine Emissions and potential Consequences

Routine emissions and potential consequences thereof were 1

discussed in the FES, where the staff concluded: "The risks to
the general public from exposure to radioactive effluents and
transportation of fuel and wastes from the annual operation of.
the Seabrook facility are very small fractions (less than one
part in a billion) of the estimated normal incidence of cancer
fatalities and genetic abnormalities in the year 2000
population." (FES, p. 5-30). The staff also concluded that-no
measurable adverse impacts are-expected on biotic populations due

4

to normal operations (FES, p. 5-30). To assure these results,
the staff requires from the license an extensive and intensive
environmental monitoring program throughout the life of the
units (FES p. 5-30/34).

Risk of Accidents

The risks of accidents and consequences thereof were also
considered in-the FES (pp 5-35/71). Included in the considera-
tions were postulated design basis accidents and severe accidents
and risks of near- and long-term health effects and economic
consequences. The staff concluded (FES p. 5-71) that these-
impacts could be severe if the accidents occurred, but the
likelihood of their occurrence is judged to be small. For '

example, in the FES (p. 5-55), the staff provided a rough
estimate of the rist~ of an early fatality at one mile from the
plant as about 1.2 per million years.

Evacuation Risks

Emergency planning requirements have been adopted as an added
conservatism to the NRC's defense-in-depth safety philosophy.
The added feature of emergency planning provides that, even in
the unlikely event of an offsite fission product release, there
is reasonable assurance that protec-tive actions can and will be
taken to protect the population around nuclear power plants.
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Emergency response plans are required to provide for a range of
protectiveactionoptions(e.g., sheltering,partialevacuation !

of the emergency planning zone, or sheltering followed by
relocation after a plume has passed.) Evacuations occur often
in the U.S. and these have been analyzed extensively. A report
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Evacuation Risks -
An Evaluation, EPA-520/6-74-002, June 1974) concludes, in
essence, that, although evacuation for cause can be traumatic,
the actual act of moving during an evacuation is not more.
hazardous, and perhaps less so, than moving routinely.

2. Question: "What class of accidents this post-accident monitoring
system is expected to provide useful information?" (Page
24, line 24 of August 17, 1989 transcript of the ACRS
meeting of subcommittee on Seabrook).

_ Answer: Instrumentation addressed by this regulatory guide is tne
minimum necessary for the control room operator to: (1)
take the preplanned manual actions to accomplish and
maintain safe plant shutdown for design basis accident
events; (2) assess the processes of accomplishing and
maintaining critical safety functions (that is, reactivity
control, core cooling, reactor coolant system integrity,
primary reactor containment integrity, and radioactive

4effluent control); and (3) monitor the extent to which '

those vsriables which have the potential for causing a
breach of the primary reactor containment have exceeded the
design basis values, or that the incore fuel cladding, the
reactor coolant pressure boundary, or the primary containment
may have been breached.

3. Question: "Is it the view of the staff that the SPDS system is
significantly less reliable than Class 1E systems? !

I ask because one could get the impression that the SPDS
is expected to have many more failures and therefore might
interfere with the reliability of the Class 1E systems."-
(Page25,line11, August 17, 1989 transcript of the ACRS
meeting of the subcommittee on Seabrook). ,

4. Question: "Does the Staff have some idea of the relative reliability
of these two systems?" (Page 26, line 22, August 17, 1989
transcript of the ACRS meeting of the subcommittee on
Seabrook).
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ANSWER to 3 & 4: The only requirements for SPDS reliability are stated in
NUREG-0737, supploment 1. They are stated as follows:

"The SPDS should provide a concise display of critical
plant variables to the control room operators to aid
them in rapidly and reliably determining the safety
status of the plant." (4.1.a)

"The system will continuously display information from
which the plant safety status can be readily and
reliably assessed by control room personnel who are
responsible for the avoidance of degraded and damaged
core events." (4.1.b)

Paragraph 4.1.c goes on to state:

"The control room instrumentation required (see
General Design Criteria 13 and 19 of Appendix A to 10
CFR 50) provides the operators with the information
necessary for safe reactor operation under normal,
transient, and accident conditions. The SPDS is used
in addition to the basic components and serves
to aid and augment these components. Thus, requirements
applicable to control room instrumentation are not needed
for this augmentation (e.g., GDC 2, 3, 4 in Appendix A;
10 CFR Part 100; single-failure requirements). The SPDS
need not meet requirements of the single-failure criteria
and it need not be qualified to meet Class IE requirements.
The SPDS shall be suitably isolated from electrical or
electronic interference with equipment and sensors that
are in use for safety systems. Tie SPDS need not be seismi-
cally qualified, and additional seismically qualified
indication is not required for the sole purpose of being i

a backup for SPDS."
|

| During SPDS reviews at approximately 60 nuclear units, the
staff has interpreted SPDS reliability to be as described

| in recently published NUREG-1342. This interpretation is
| provided below:

The staff defines reliability at the system level. There-
fore, acceptable systems are those that are reliable in
terms of hardware, software, and operator performance.
Reliability as defined here, includes two general concepts: )(1) reliability--the degree to which the system will '

repeatedly produce the same results under identical
conditions over tin,e and (2) validity--the degree to which
the system will produce correct and. accurate results that
the user will believe, i.e., rely on.
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From the hardware point-of-view, acceptable systems are
characterized by the use of backup storage and automatic |

,

restart capabilities, uninterruptable power supplies (UPS),
iindependent and redundant hardware for critical parts of !

the system, on site or near-site maintenance support, and I
adequate inventories of spare parts. I

1Regarding software reliability, acceptable systems were I

developed using verification and validation (Y&V) method-
ology equivalent to that described in NSAC-39 " Verification
and Validation for Safety Parameter Display Systems" (Ref.9).
This methodology provides some assurance that the SPDS soft-
ware has been adequately designed, implemented, and tested.

From the operator performance perspective, the reliability
of acceptable systems was tested by some form of " man-in-
the-loop" test program in which trained operators used the
system during emergency event scenarios. Operators were
trained in SPDS operation prior to declaring the SPDS
operational in the control room. The perception of
operators interviewed at these plants is that SPDS is as
reliable as (or more reliable than) any other instrument in
the control room. Generally, operators at these plants use
SPDS routinely and on a daily basis.

Because there is no single measure of system reliability,
the staff's judgement has been based on three general
measures in combination: (1) estimated or measured
computer availability (equal to or greater than 99
percent), (2) observed inaccuracies and false alarms during

,

an NRt audit, and (3) operator survey results. The last
two of these have been given the most weight because they
reflect the reliability of the final product, the data
being displayed, rather than reflecting the reliability of
the tools being used to process and generate the final
product. No SPDS has been found unacceptable based on only
one of these measures. Each is used as a confirmation of
the others.

With respect to the non class IE interface it is the Staff
position that the transmission of signals from protection
system channels that are used for other purposes (non-
protective), such as control or readout and indication,
are properly isolated to ensure that no credible failure at
the output of an isolation device shall prevent the
associated protective channel from meeting the minimum
performance requirements.

Example of credible failures at the output is isolation
include short circuits, open circuitry grounds, and the
application of the maximum credible AC or DC potential.

.
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Electrical independence must be maintained in Class IE
systems (this requirement is imbedded in our regulations),
therefore, isolation devices are used at the interface to
maintain channel independence and reliability is not
considered to be a factor. (Note: We also use isolation
devices between two safety channels that by design
have the same reliability.)

5. Question: "Is there anyway we can find out? It would be nice to know
whether - I don't mean today, but I would like to know if she
(Curran) was on the distribution list" ....(Page 121, line 17 of !

,

the August 17, 1989 transcript of the ACRS meeting of the sub- |comittee on Seabrook).

Answer: The Federal Register (FR) personnel are only involved in the
publication of the FR, they do not send / distribute to organiza- '

tions, individuals, etc. To get on the distribution for the
FR, you subscribe through the Superintendent of Documents (SD).

The SD has the law firm of Harmon, Curran & Towsley, Suite 430, !

2001 S. Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008 on their subscrip- )tion list. (In fact, according to the 50, the subscription of
this law firm was renewed as recently as 6/2/89). Ms. D. Curran
is a member of this law firm.

6. Question: "Could you or could New Hampshire Yankee or somebody for the
full committee meeting prepare something comparing the population
both permanent and transient as a function of distance in the

- EPZ?"

Answer: Population data have been obtained from licensee evacuation time
estimate studies submitted in support of emergency response plans.
These studies have been submitted over a period of time and
different methodologies, particularly concerning the determination
of transient population data, may have been employed in the
com)ilation of the data. Population data for several selected
hig1 population density sites are shown in the table below.

Site Population Data

0-2 Miles 0-2 Miles 0-10 Miles 0-10 MilesSite Perm.' Pop. Trans. Pop. Perm. Pop. Trans. Pop.

Indian Point 46,410 21,922 257,382 92,852
Zion 14,496 36,882 228,950 83,405
Limerick 6,470 2,061 200,220 55,064
Seabroo k* 9,464 27,536 142,194 95,402
Shoreham 15,269 4,700 138,539 21,420
Millstone 6,693 1,096 118,625 81,029
Perry 3,026 5,123 115,035 40,868

* Population data updated since issuance of current ETE study.
.
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